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❖ Core idea:  
 
Now that Brexit has occurred, these the BREXIT REALITY PORTRAITS showcase how people 
experience the lack of Europe and the UK´s influence on the European level.  
 
→ show concrete effects and reactions by a variety of people from all sectors of society, all 
impacted by the UK’s withdrawal from the EU  
 
→ give concrete accounts and opinions to keep up European thinking and combat Eurosceptic, 
or any other anti-European narrative currently  circulating  
 

❖ Video or Audio portraits? Let us do both!  
 
Video formats are more eye-catching on social media. Knowing the sensitivity of the issue, 
however, we want to offer to do certain portraits in the form of podcasts (audio-input without video) 
to decrease barriers to making many more people partake. A key emphasis of this project lies 
in plurality of opinions and cherishing them, which is why from re-joiners to leavers, students 
to retired people, those living in urban just as rural areas, and UK as well as European residents, 
all are welcome to raise their voices. 
 
→ Producing both video portraits as well as audio-only versions (garnished with 
animations, soundwaves, background pictures related to the content, etc.) will maximise 
the scope of participants  
 

❖ The portraits’ content:  
 

- Presentation of guest: How did Europe get into their life before 2021?  
- Brexit question: In favour of Brexit? Bremain? Indifferent? What were their reasoning and 

hopes behind that choice?  
- Present & Future: Where did the 47 years in the EU bring the UK and how does the end 

of it impact them?  
→ 1st aim: producing 10 portraits 

  
  



 

 

❖ Details & Practicalities:  
 

- target age group: youth - but the invitation is open to all ages.  
- videos will be subtitled (for accessibility and Social Media strategic reasons) 
- for foreign language portraits, subtitling would take place in EN language  
- a pool of questions will be provided but each interviewer is encouraged to tailor specific 

questions to the interviewee´s individual experience 
- profile of interviewees: residents in either the EU, the UK or other European countries  

 

❖ Who can get involved ?  
 

- people via the YEM UK on the national or local level  
- people via the European Movement UK 
- people from other JEF sections across Europe: the pan-European character of the 

project can be underlined by UK citizens living in other JEF sections or any European 
caring about the UK´s place in Europe 

 

❖ Tasks and Human Ressources:  
 

- 2 project-coordinators: general management of the project, HR, organisation of 
meetings, etc. 

- 3 editors: video creation and editing and other production matters  
- 2 promoters: social media promotion/press promotion/official promotion to the UK’s 

institutions, think tanks, UK’s schools, etc.  
- 2 outreachers: contacting guests, organising and executing interviews, planning the 

interview day, etc. 
- 3 interviewers: writing questions & script & subtitling  
-  [f applicable:] 3-4 translators: translation in other European languages and providing the 

subtitles  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions, Comments, Feedback – Team YEM UK: 
 
unitedkingdom@jef.eu  
 
Alexiane T-B (International Officer, YEM UK) - international@yem.org.uk  
Julius Lajtha (President, YEM UK) - president@yem.org.uk  

 


